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As follow-up to the highly successful Analogy series (part 1, 2, and 3), Groove Unlimited
released a new sampler CD called 'Dutch Masters'. This time the approach is very different.
The idea is to do an album with Dutch EM artists and let them compose music to a painting
they like. The album is called 'Dutch Masters' and you will hear music the artists composed to
paintings of Rembrandt, Van Gogh, Mondriaan, Escher, Bosch and many more. Of course
there is also a track by me on this CD. Other artists that participated are: Ron Boots, Gert
Emmens, Eric van der Heijden, Bas Broekhuis, Remy, Void, Rene Splinter, Meesha, and René
van der Wouden. If you want to hear how these artists translate the image of their favorite
painting into music get a hold of this album! I have the music from the album already for a while
and I must say it is one of the best sampler CD's I have heard in a long time.

I did my song about a famous Dutch painting called 'Nachtwacht'. Back in school I learned
about our famous Dutch Masters from the 'Golden Age' and I must admit that I never really
cared much for paintings, until I saw a group of actors perform a live statue version of the
Nachtwacht (Night Watch) painting by Rembrandt van Rijn. After that the painting started to
fascinate me more and more and I wondered what it should sound like and that is what I
expressed in this track. I hope you like it. It is a bit different from my usual track I think.
You can listen to my song on my website on this URL: http://www.synth.nl/DutchMasters.
You can listen to sound clips of the other tracks on the Groove Unlimited website on this URL:

http://www.groove.nl/cd/g/gr-177.html

Groove Unlimited decided to release this CD as a limited edition. Only 400 copies are sold. So
be quick! I have a feeling this one could be sold out very quickly. You can order it from this
URL:

http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-177
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